
Exp : Christian Pose                                                                                                                                                                     Japan, 20/8/13

to : General James F. Amos
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Headquarters, US Marine Corps
3000 Marine Corps, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350-3000

Here is a letter about a national campaign against US marine outrage in Iwakuni (Japan), campaign that I (C.Pose, french writer living in 
Japan) and Japanese groups lead all over the country against US marines at Iwakuni base.

Commandant of the Marine Corps General James F Amos,  

We ask apologizes from the US Headquarter of Marines for a "US marine outrage".

A legendary action with the "Simon Wiesenthal Center (SWC) Statement on Marine SS Flag Outrage" had been engaged. (1)
SWC obtained apologizes from Grl Amos now printed on SWC's website : "A Statement from the Commandant of the Marine Corps 
General James F. Amos" (2)

Living in Japan we are very shocking about the web propaganda of the US Marine based in Iwakuni, Yamaguchi, this message 
concerns : "military Operations Security or OPSEC of the Marine Corps Air Station based in Iwakuni" (2013).
This military OPSEC call civil families of US Marines in Japan to consider any japanese as an "ennemy", a "terrorist" or a "spy" or all 
Japaneses as "US adversaries" : "the ennemy is listening. He wants to know what you know. Keep it to yourself !"

This military order and his logo were designed during WWII in 1942 during the Shoah/Holocaust period, to fight nazis, fascits, imperialists 
in the world. This propaganda shows that today the jewish martyrdom, the atomization of Hiroshima and Nagazaki and the death of 
millions in Asia and in the world have been forgotten.

US marine propaganda (4) tell us again:
"1. Be alert
Foreign governments and organizations can collect significant amounts of useful information by using spies. A foreign agent may use a 
variety of approaches to befriend someone and get sensitive information. This sensitive information can be critical to the success of a 
terrorist or spy, and consequently deadly to Americans.
"2. Be careful
There may be times when your spouse cannot talk about the specifics of his or her job. It is very important to conceal and protect certain 
information such as flight schedules, ship movements, temporary duty locations and installation activities, just to name a few. Something as 
simple as a phone discussion concerning where your spouse is going on temporary duty or deploying to can be very useful to U.S. 
adversaries..."

Climate of conspiracy is always living in US Marine bases in Japan. US Marine has forgotten that the WWII was over. This US military 
propaganda, again, try to kill virtue of the global peace, try to kill again memory of the Shoah, but also memory of Hiroshima and 
Nagazaki, memory of millions killed in the world, in Asia and Pacific, fighters and innocents.

Japan democracy, after Fukushima nuclear drama (2011), must be saved and not destroyed. Japan is no more Hiro Hito Empire at War. 
American and Japanese governements declare today America and Japan are friends... and friends of Israel. 
As you see US marine propaganda is unacceptable because japaneses, people, are not "terrorists", "spies", "ennemies" or "US 
adversaries".

SWC obtained apologizes from yourself General Amos for "Marine SS Flag Outrage". 

Thanks to the SWC, the World Campaign Against Digital Terrorism, Hate and Nazism (5), we hope to obtain apologizes from the same 
US Headquarter of Marines for the same "US marine outrage".

Best regards
C. Pose and "No More US Marine OUTRAGE" groups in Japan

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copies to :

- The Marine Corps Air Station of Iwakuni, 
- Caroline Kennedy, next US Ambassadress in Japan, 
- Simon Wiesenthal Center/SWC (USA), 
  (Correspondance between Rick Eaton Senior researcher SWC and C.Pose about "How they are promoting nazism today ?")



- Ramsey Clark/IAC (USA), 
  (Answer from International Action Center (IAC) to C.Pose webmaster of linked222 and founder of "No more US Marine outrage" 
groups in Japan)
"Solidarity from the IAC to your efforts to expose and protest US imperialism & it's Marines not respecting the Japanese people..." (Posted 
by IAC, 16/8/13) 
- DemocracyNow (USA)

Websources:

1- Simon Wiesenthal Center Statement on Marine SS Flag Outrage
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=4441467&ct=11624277#.UhG08uB7kUg

2- A Statement from the Commandant of the Marine Corps General James F. Amos
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=7929811&ct=11625473#.UhG11eB7kUg

3- "Operations Security" or OPSEC.
http://www.mcasiwakuni.marines.mil/UnitHome/OPSEC.aspx

4-  Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, Japan
http://www.mcasiwakuni.marines.mil/UnitHome/OPSEC/WhatCanYouDo.aspx

5- US Representatives Royce and Engel Speak at Release of Simon Wiesenthal Center’s 2013 Digital Terrorism and Hate Report
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=8486393&ct=13128625#.UhG2lOB7kUg


